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From Song To Book
"Generous and big-hearted, Gauthier has stories to
tell and worthwhile advice to share." —Wally Lamb,
author of I Know This Much Is True "Gauthier has an
uncanny ability to combine songwriting craft with a
seeker’s vulnerability and a sage’s wisdom.” —Amy
Ray, Indigo Girls From the Grammy nominated folk
singer and songwriter, an inspiring exploration of
creativity and the redemptive power of song Mary
Gauthier was twelve years old when she was given
her Aunt Jenny’s old guitar and taught herself to
play with a Mel Bay basic guitar workbook. Music
offered her a window to a world where others felt the
way she did. Songs became lifelines to her, and she
longed to write her own, one day. Then, for a
decade, while struggling with addiction, Gauthier put
her dream away and her call to songwriting faded. It
wasn’t until she got sober and went to an open mic
with a friend did she realize that she not only still
wanted to write songs, she needed to. Today,
Gauthier is a decorated musical artist, with
numerous awards and recognition for her
songwriting, including a Grammy nomination. In
Saved by a Song, Mary Gauthier pulls the curtain
back on the artistry of songwriting. Part memoir, part
philosophy of art, part nuts and bolts of songwriting,
her book celebrates the redemptive power of song to
inspire and bring seemingly different kinds of people
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together.
Just what is it about Abilene - the one in Texas - that
keeps attractingthe attention of singers, songwriters,
and listeners alike? CertainlyAbilene is an easy word
to rhyme, but there is more to it than justAbilene,
Abilene, prettiest town I've ever seen. The name
alsosummons up images of West Texas and of a
town, located betweenFort Worth and El Paso, that
offers a place for escape, for romance, forfresh
beginnings. In The Women There Don't Treat You
Mean: Abilenein Song, Joe W. Specht surveys a
potpourri of songs in which Abileneplays a role. The
tunes range from 1890 and The Cowboys'
ChristmasBall to 2004 and The Jewell of Abilene.
Specht devotes particularattention to what is likely
the most famous Abilene-related number, Abilene,
the number one hit in 1963 for George Hamilton IV.
He alsotouches on dozens of songs that mention the
city in passing
It's a delightful summer evening and the meadow is
full of the songs of chirping crickets, happy songbirds
and croaking frogs. Little cricket wants to join in too,
but is too shy to sing his song. Readers can help him
though, thanks to the "cricket clicker" built into this
beautifully illustrated book.
Behind every great love song is a great love story,
from the author of Star-Crossed NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY • “A tender tribute to the
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healing powers of love and music . . . Readers will
be wowed.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Concert pianist Diana is finally ready to marry her
longtime fiance, Arie; she’s even composing a
beautiful love song for him, and finishes it while on
tour. Before she can play it for him, though, tragedy
strikes—and Diana is lost to Arie forever. But her
song might not be. In Australia, the world has gone
quiet for Arie and he lives his life accordingly,
struggling to cope with his loss. In Scotland, a
woman named Evie is taking stock of her life after
the end of another lackluster almost-relationship.
Years of wandering the globe and failing to publish
her poetry have taken their toll, and she might finally
be ready to find what her travels have never been
able to give her: a real home. And through a quirk of
fate or circumstance, Diana’s song is passed from
musician to musician. By winding its way around the
world, it just might bring these two lost souls
together. With heart-wrenching emotion, The Last
Love Song explores what it means to be lost, what it
means to be found, and the power of music to bring
people together.
When a violinist begins to play, the song is
transformed into vivid shapes and colors.
Text and color illustrations introduce frogs and their
vital role in environmental balance in places all over
the world.
Who knew that Paul McCartney originally referred to
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Yesterday as 'Scrambled Eggs' because he couldn't
think of any lyrics for his heart-breaking tune? Or
that Patti LaBelle didn't know what 'Voulez-vous
couches avec moi ce soir?' actually meant? These
and countless other fascinating back stories of some
of our best-known and best-loved songs fill this
book, a collection of the highly successful weekly
The Life of a Song columns that appear in the FT
Weekend every Saturday. Each 600-word piece
gives a mini-biography of a single song, from its
earliest form (often a spiritual, or a jazz number),
through the various covers and changes, often
morphing from one genre to another, always
focusing on the 'biography' of the song itself while
including the many famous artists who have
performed or recorded it. The selection covers a
wide spectrum of the songs we all know and love rock, pop, folk, jazz and more. Each piece is pithy,
sparkily written, knowledgeable, entertaining, full of
anecdotes and surprises. They combine deep
musical knowledge with the vivid background of the
performers and musicians, and of course the often
intriguing social and political background against
which the songs were created.
Over 100 songs for use in schools, arranged by age and
time of year. For Steiner-Waldorf Classes 3-8.
A satisfyingly silly picture book sing-along about
pooping—a topic kids find hilarious and parents find
necessary! Discover how cats, pelicans, space aliens,
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and even dinosaurs poop in this rollicking, rhyming verse
that's sure to elicit giggles. With plenty of hilarious
pictures and a catchy chorus that encourages young
children to use the toilet, this laugh-out-loud story is the
go-to potty training book that every family needs. • A
playful approach to potty training • Full of humor that is
silly, not disgusting • From the bestselling author of Pete
the Cat: I Love my White Shoes Everybody's pooping all
day long. That's why we sing the pooping song! A former
elementary school teacher, Eric Litwin's books
interweave traditional reading methods with music and
movement to make learning fun and effective. •
Children's books for kids ages 2–4 • Perfect for families
potty training • Great for fans of silly picture books
Twelve-year-old Iris and her grandmother, both deaf,
drive from Texas to Alaska armed with Iris's plan to help
Blue-55, a whale unable to communicate with other
whales.
A beautifully nostalgic picture book about one
grandfather's younger days that shows you're only as old
as you feel! "In this affectionate story, three children
follow their grandfather up to the attic, where he pulls out
his old bowler hat, gold-tipped cane, and his tap shoes.
Grandpa once danced on the vaudeville stage, and as
he glides across the floor, the children can see what it
was like to be a song and dance man. Gammell captures
all the story's inherent joie de vivre with color pencil
renderings that leap off the pages. Bespectacled,
enthusiastic Grandpa clearly exudes the message that
you're only as old as you feel, but the children
respond--as will readers--to the nostalgia of the moment.
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Utterly original."--(starred) Booklist.
As the visual representation of an essentially oral text,
Sylvia Huot points out, the medieval illuminated
manuscript has a theatrical, performative quality. She
perceives the tension between implied oral performance
and real visual artifact as a fundamental aspect of
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century poetics. In this
generously illustrated volume, Huot examines
manuscript texts both from the performance-oriented
lyric tradition of chanson courtoise, or courtly love lyric,
and from the self-consciously literary tradition of Old
French narrative poetry. She demonstrates that the
evolution of the lyrical romance and dit, narrative poems
which incorporate thematic and rhetorical elements of
the lyric, was responsible for a progressive redefinition of
lyric poetry as a written medium and the emergence of
an explicitly written literary tradition uniting lyric and
narrative poetics. Huot first investigates the nature of the
vernacular book in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, analyzing organization, page layout,
rubrication, and illumination in a series of manuscripts.
She then describes the relationship between poetics and
manuscript format in specific texts, including works by
widely read medieval authors such as Guillaume de
Lorris, Jean de Meun, and Guillaume de Machaut, as
well as by lesser-known writers including Nicole de
Margival and Watriquet de Couvin. Huot focuses on the
writers' characteristic modifications of lyric poetics; their
use of writing and performance as theme; their treatment
of the poet as singer or writer; and of the lady as implied
reader or listener; and the ways in which these features
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of the text were elaborated by scribes and illuminators.
Her readings reveal how medieval poets and bookmakers conceived their common project, and how they
distinguished their respective roles.
Debut author Arnée Flores spins an exciting and original
tale about hope in even the darkest of places, perfect for
fans of Shannon Hale. The Kingdom of Lyrica was once
warm and thriving, kept safe by the Firebird, whose
feather and song was a blessing of peace and
prosperity. But the Firebird disappeared, and Lyrica is
now terrorized by the evil Spectress who wields her
powers from within a volcano. All that remains is a
mysterious message scrawled on the castle wall in the
Queen's own hand: Wind. Woman. Thief. Young Prewitt
has only known time without the Firebird, a life of
constant cold, as his village is afraid to tempt the volcano
monsters with even the feeblest fire. But he has heard
whispers that the kingdom's princess survived the attack
. . . and he is certain that if he can find her, together they
can save Lyrica. Princess Calliope has no memories
beyond living on her barge on the underground lake. But
as she nears her twelfth birthday, she is certain there is
more to life than the walls of a cave. When Prewitt finds
her, he realizes that she is the missing princess: the only
hope for Lyrica. Determined to decipher the meaning of
her mother's strange message and find the Firebird,
Calliope and Prewitt set off on a quest that puts them in
more danger than either of them ever anticipated.
Frustrated by a day full of teachers and classmates
mispronouncing her beautiful name, a little girl tells her
mother she never wants to come back to school. In
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response, the girl's mother teaches her about the
musicality of African, Asian, Black-American, Latinx, and
Middle Eastern names on their lyrical walk home through
the city. Empowered by this newfound understanding,
the young girl is ready to return the next day to share her
knowledge with her class. Your Name is a Song is a
celebration to remind all of us about the beauty, history,
and magic behind names.
An ironically upbeat book that asks some of today’s most
inimitable musicians which song they would choose to be the
last one they ever hear If you could choose the last song
you’d hear before you died, what would it be and why? Your
favorite song of all time? Perhaps the one you danced to at
your wedding? The song from that time you got super stoned
and just let the chords speak to you? It’s a hard question that
Mike Ayers has thought about for years. In One Last Song,
Ayers invites 30 musicians to consider what song they would
each want to accompany them to those pearly white gates.
Weaving together their explanations with evocative
illustrations and poignant interludes—what your song to die to
says about you, what songs famous people have died to, and
more. The book offers insight into the minds of famous artists
and provides an entry point for considering how integral
music is to our own personal narratives. Artists Featured: Jim
James of My Morning Jacket, André 3000, Killer Mike, Jeff
Tweedy of Wilco, Phoebe Bridgers, Richard Reed Parry of
Arcade Fire, Sam Beam of Iron & Wine, Colin Meloy of the
Decemberists, Wayne Coyne of The Flaming Lips, Lauren
Mayberry of CHVRCHES, A.C. Newman of The New
Pornographers, Courtney Barrett, Bobb Bruno of Best Coast,
Angel Olsen, Regina Spektor, Kevin Morby, Will Oldham,
Julia Holter, Margo Price, Sonny Rollins, Ryley Walker, Merrill
Garbus of tUnE-yArDs, Yannis Phillippakis of Foals, Bettye
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Lavette, M.C. Taylor of The Golden Messenger, Wanda
Jackson, Roseanne Cash, Lucinda Williams, and Beth Orton.
Jon pensait avoir largement de répondre au dernier sms de
sa femme. Mais alors qu'il prend son petit-déjeuner dans le
hall de l'Hotel Sixième en Suisse après une conférence, le
monde se rappelle à lui avec d'atroces nouvelles. Washington
DC a été effacée par une bombe nucléaire. Plus de nouvelles
de New-York. Londres s'est éteinte. Berlin aussi. Voilà ce qu'il
a le temps de comprendre avant que les média et les réseaux
sociaux ne soient coupés à leur tour. Avant que le ciel ne se
couvre de nuages oranges. Deux mois plus tard, ils sont vingt
survivants réfugiés dans cet hôtel connu pour son histoire
teintée de suicides et de meurtres. Jon et ses compagnons
d'infortune essaient de maintenir un semblant de quotidien.
Jusqu'au jour où ils découvrent le corps d'une petite fille. Les
provisions s'amenuisent, les tensions s'affutent. Et si
finalement le danger n'était pas à l'extérieur? Vingt
survivants. Un hôtel. Un meurtre.
In the streets and canals of Venice, Gabriella can hear
nothing but sweet music. The drying laundry goes slap-slap,
the church bells go ting-aling-ling, and the lire go jing-alingling. Soon, Gabriella is humming her way through town -- and
everyone hears her song! Some find it sad, others smile when
they hear it -- but none can forget the beautiful melody.
Before long, a certain struggling composer is inspired by
Gabriella's song -- and a beautiful symphony is born.
Sing along with some classic favorites in this musical book!
10 songs make up this collection, like "Bicycle Built for Two"
or "Make New Friends", and sing new lyrics to favorite tunes,
like "If You're Sunny and You Know It". We can't wait to all
sing together!
"A warm and expansive portrait of a woman’s mind that feels
at once singular and universal," this collection of essays
interweaves commentary on modern life, feminism, art, and
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sex with the author's own experiences of obsession,
heartbreak, and vulnerability (BuzzFeed). Like a song that
feels written just for you, Larissa Pham's debut work of
nonfiction captures the imagination and refuses to let go. Pop
Song is a book about love and about falling in love—with a
place, or a painting, or a person—and the joy and terror
inherent in the experience of that love. Plumbing the well of
culture for clues and patterns about love and loss—from
Agnes Martin's abstract paintings to James Turrell's
transcendent light works, and Anne Carson's Eros the
Bittersweet to Frank Ocean's Blonde—Pham writes of her
youthful attempts to find meaning in travel, sex, drugs, and
art, before sensing that she might need to turn her gaze upon
herself. Pop Song is also a book about distances, near and
far. As she travels from Taos, New Mexico, to Shanghai,
China and beyond, Pham meditates on the miles we are
willing to cover to get away from ourselves, or those who hurt
us, and the impossible gaps that can exist between two
people sharing a bed. Pop Song is a book about all the routes
by which we might escape our own needs before finally
finding a way home. There is heartache in these pages, but
Pham's electric ways of seeing create a perfectly fractured
portrait of modern intimacy that is triumphant in both its
vulnerability and restlessness. "Each of the essays in this
debut collection reads like a mini-memoir . . . in which the
author reflects on her experiences of young love, trauma, and
transcendence through discussions of art and music . . . with
an intimacy that is at once tender and expansive." —New York
magazine
This 6-spread board book has 5 content spreads and an
attached 6-button sound module in the shape of a musical
note. Every song has a matching sound button, encouraging
little readers to press the button and sing along with a familiar
tune. SONGS: "The More We Get Together" "If You're Happy
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and You Know It' "Go Round and Round the Castle" ("Go
Round and Round the Village") "Home, Sweet Home" "Hail!
Hail! Our Friends Are Here" ("Hail! Hail! The Gang's All Here")
"Beautiful Dreamer"
Have you ever wondered who hummed the first tune? Was it
the flowers? The waves or the moon? Dove Award-winning
recording artist Ellie Holcomb answers with a lovely lyrical
tale, one that reveals that God our Maker sang the first song,
and He created us all with a song to sing. Go to bhkids.com
to find this book's Parent Connection, an easy tool to help
moms and dads (or anyone else who loves kids) discuss the
book's message with their child. We're all about connecting
parents and kids to each other and to God's Word.

Illustrations and easy-to-read text follow a family through
five generations as each is inspired by the song written
in 1900 to honor Abraham Lincoln. Includes author's
note on the history of the song and its meaning in her
family.
"17-year-old Morgan is a black teen triumphantly figuring
out her identity when her conservative town deems
depression as a lack of faith, and blackness as
something to be politely ignored"-When funnyman Dave Barry asked readers about their
least favorite tunes, he thought he was penning just
another installment of his weekly syndicated humor
column. But the witty writer was flabbergasted by the
response when over 10,000 readers voted. "I have never
written a column that got a bigger response than the one
announcing the Bad Song Survey," Barry wrote.Based
on the results of the survey, Dave Barry's Book of Bad
Songs is a compilation of some of the worst songs ever
written. Dave Barry fans will relish his quirky take. Music
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buffs, too will appreciate this humorous stroll through the
world's worst lyrics. The only thing wrong with this book
is that readers will find themselves unable to stop
mentally singing the greatest hits of Gary Puckett.
Stuck? Blocked? Short of inspiration? Don't be - get
writing instead. The Ultimate Book of Song Starters is
the game-changing compilation of 501 powerful, creative
and varied ideas for writing new songs in any genre or
style. The starters include song prompt-style idea
starters to get you inspired by new situations and
concepts. They include word starters to help you find
interesting new titles. They include chord starters and
rhythm starters to stimulate inventive grooves and catchy
melodies. There are also plenty of interesting
miscellaneous starters that will get you thinking about
songwriting in new and fresh ways. If you're ready to
step out of your comfort zone or feel like you're spending
too long thinking up song ideas instead of writing - you
don't have to sit around waiting for inspiration to hit you.
Dive into The Ultimate Book of Song Starters and never
be short of an exciting new song idea again.
Jean Ritchie, the youngest of fourteen children born and
raised in Viper, Kentucky, is considered one of the
greatest balladeers in this century. Her performances
have influenced the resurgence of interest in folk music
and given audiences a glimpse into the heart of
Appalachia. Jean Ritchie's Swapping Song Book brings
together twenty-one songs from the Cumberland
Mountains of Kentucky. Many are old songs, brought
over by settlers from Scotland, Ireland, and England.
Child ballads, gospel music, play party tunes, and frolic
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songs have been handed down by family members, with
each generation adding or embellishing verses and
melodies. This new edition retains the original text,
written by Ritchie, and includes her husband George
Pickow's beautiful photographs to help illustrate the
stories of such songs as "Jubilee," "The Old Soap
Gourd," and "Ground Hog." A new foreword by Charles
Wolfe shows how Ritchie's collection of songs is "part of
the rich folk poetry" that makes up Appalachian culture.
Collun has always been happiest working in his garden.
But his peaceful life is shattered when his sister, Nessa,
mysteriously disappears. He sets off to find her and soon
realizes that he and his traveling companions, including
the feisty young archer Breo-Saight, have become
involved in something much larger and more sinister
than he had imagined.
An aspiring teenage singer finds herself playing a
different tune when she falls for a boy who could
jeopardize her future dreams in Olivia Wildenstein's
romantic YA novel, Not Another Love Song. Angie has
studied music her entire life, nurturing her talent as a
singer. Now a high school senior, she has an opportunity
to break into Nashville's music scene via a songwriting
competition launched by her idol, Mona Stone.
Discouraged by her mother, who wishes Angie would set
more realistic life goals, she nonetheless pours her heart
and soul into creating a song worthy of Mona. But
Angie's mother is the least of her concerns after she
meets Reedwood High’s newest transfer student, Ten.
With his endless collection of graphic tees, his infuriating
attitude, smoldering good looks, and endearing little
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sister, Ten toys with the rhythm of Angie’s heart. She’s
never desired anything but success until Ten entered her
life. Now she wants to be with him and to be a songwriter
for Mona Stone, but she can’t have both. And picking
one means losing the other.

I love to be me is a wonderful selection of thirty-two
songs for young children, aged 5 to 9 years and
beyond. Channa A. Seidenberg compiled this
delightful collection while working with children. The
music is composed using a seven-stringed lyre in the
pentatonic scale, and it can easily be played using
any twelve key instrument. I Love to Be Me is
thoroughly illustrated in color, with twenty-four
charming watercolor illustrations by Kingsley Lou
Little, which help bring the words and music to life.
This book is recommended for all parents and
teachers of young children.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AN
OPRAH BOOK CLUB SELECTION LONGLISTED
FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR
FICTION An Instant Washington Post, USA Today,
and Indie Bestseller "Epic…. I was just enraptured by
the lineage and the story of this modern AfricanAmerican family…. A combination of historical and
modern story—I’ve never read anything quite like it. It
just consumed me." —Oprah Winfrey, Oprah Book
Club Pick Finalist for the Kirkus Prize for Fiction •
Shortlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize
• An Indie Next Pick • A New York Times Book
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Everyone Will Be Talking About • A People 5 Best
Books of the Summer • A Good Morning America 15
Summer Book Club Picks • An Essence Best Book
of the Summer • A Time 11 Best Books of the Month
• A Washington Post 10 Books of the Month • A
CNN Best Book of the Month • A Ms. Most
Anticipated Book of the Year • A Goodreads Most
Anticipated Book of the Year • A Book Page Writer
to Watch • A USA Today Book Not to Miss • A
Chicago Tribune Summer Must-Read • An Observer
Best Summer Book • A Millions Most Anticipated
Book • A Ms. Book of the Month • A Well-Read
Black Girl Book Club Pick • A BiblioLifestyle Most
Anticipated Literary Book of the Summer • A Deep
South Best Book of the Summer • Winner of an
AudioFile Earphones Award The 2020 National Book
Award–nominated poet makes her fiction debut with
this magisterial epic—an intimate yet sweeping novel
with all the luminescence and force of Homegoing;
Sing, Unburied, Sing; and The Water Dancer—that
chronicles the journey of one American family, from
the centuries of the colonial slave trade through the
Civil War to our own tumultuous era. The great
scholar, W. E. B. Du Bois, once wrote about the
Problem of race in America, and what he called
“Double Consciousness,” a sensitivity that every
African American possesses in order to survive.
Since childhood, Ailey Pearl Garfield has understood
Du Bois’s words all too well. Bearing the names of
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two formidable Black Americans—the revered
choreographer Alvin Ailey and her great
grandmother Pearl, the descendant of enslaved
Georgians and tenant farmers—Ailey carries Du
Bois’s Problem on her shoulders. Ailey is reared in
the north in the City but spends summers in the
small Georgia town of Chicasetta, where her
mother’s family has lived since their ancestors
arrived from Africa in bondage. From an early age,
Ailey fights a battle for belonging that’s made all the
more difficult by a hovering trauma, as well as the
whispers of women—her mother, Belle, her sister,
Lydia, and a maternal line reaching back two
centuries—that urge Ailey to succeed in their stead.
To come to terms with her own identity, Ailey
embarks on a journey through her family’s past,
uncovering the shocking tales of generations of
ancestors—Indigenous, Black, and white—in the deep
South. In doing so Ailey must learn to embrace her
full heritage, a legacy of oppression and resistance,
bondage and independence, cruelty and resilience
that is the story—and the song—of America itself.
There are few creative acts more mysterious and
magical than writing a song. But what if the goal
wasn't so mysterious and was actually achievable for
anyone who wants to experience more magic and
creativity in their life? That's something that anyone
will be inspired to do after reading Jeff Tweedy's
How to Write One Song. Why one song? Because
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the difference between one song and many songs
isn't a cute semantic trick—it's an important distinction
that can simplify a notoriously confusing art form.
The idea of becoming a capital-S songwriter can
seem daunting, but approached as a focused, selfcontained event, the mystery and fear subsides, and
songwriting becomes an exciting pursuit. And then
there is the energizing, nourishing creativity that can
open up. How to Write One Song brings readers into
the intimate process of writing one song—lyrics,
music, and putting it all together—and accesses the
deep sense of wonder that remains at the heart of
this curious, yet incredibly fulfilling, artistic act. But
it’s equally about the importance of making creativity
part of your life every day, and of experiencing the
hope, inspiration, and joy available to anyone who’s
willing to get started.
This remarkable book, filled with popular American
tunes of the 1860's, features classic patriotic songs
and heroic ballads like ""Her Own Brave Volunteer,""
""Let Cowards Shrink,"" ""On, Brothers, On!"" ""All
Hail to the Stars and Stripes,"" ""An Ode to
Washington,"" ""Our Good Ship Sails tonight,"" ""The
Dead of the Battlefield,"" The Yankee Boy,"" and a
great many more. Lyrics only.
A new collection of songs by the American musician,
singer-songwriter, satirist, and mathematician. His
pithy and humorous songs often parodied popular
musical forms, such as the famous "The Elements".
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Lehrer's work typically is also noted for its black
humor in songs such as "Poisoning Pigeons in the
Park". In the 1960s, he produced a number of songs
that dealt with social and political issues of the day,
particularly when he wrote for the U.S. version of the
television show That Was the Week That Was. The
popularity of these songs has far outlasted their
topical subjects and references. Lehrer quoted a
friend's explanation: "Always predict the worst and
you'll be hailed as a prophet." In the early 1970s,
Lehrer largely retired from public performances to
devote his time to teaching mathematics and musical
theater history at the University of California, Santa
Cruz.
A song to match everyone's heartbeat. A soaring
melody, a pulse-pounding beat, a touching lyric:
Music takes a moment and makes it a memory. It's a
universal language that can capture love,
heartbreak, loss, soul searching, and wing spreadingall in the span of a few notes. In Behind the Song,
fourteen acclaimed young adult authors and
musicians share short stories and personal essays
inspired by the songs, the albums, the musicians
who move them. So cue up the playlist and crank the
volume. This is an anthology you'll want to
experience on repeat.
This songbook presents information on biochemical
pathways set to well-known songs, providing
students with an easy way to remember often
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complicated information. The songs should also
serve as end-of-term review material.
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